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NOTICE OF GENERAL MEETINGS
commencing 7.15 for 7.30 p.m. at
Shenton Park Community Centre, corner Onslow and Herbert Roads

Wednesday, 1 June 2011

Jiri and Maria Lochman (Wildlife photographers)
“Thirty Years of Kimberley Photography”
Wednesday, 6 July 2011

Kate Trinajstic (Palaeontologist, University of Western Australia)
“Research on the Kimberley Gogo Fish fossils”
Wednesday, 3 August 2011

Patsy Millett (Biographer and cataloguer of the Durack archival collection)
“The Killing of Kim Durack”
Wednesday, 7 September 2011

John Goldsmith (Cosmos, Culture and Landscape PhD researcher)
“Scientific & Indigenous Perspectives of Wolfe Creek Meteorite Crater”
Members and visitors are invited to stay for supper after the meeting.
The Society asks a $2.00 hospitality fee from non-members.

DERBY BOAB FESTIVAL
The Quest for the Boab Queen (male or female) has begun. Boab Festival events scheduled
for July include the Float Parade and the Mardi Gras (on the 8th), Kimberley Art Prize (9th),
Film Festival (11–13th), Mowanjum Festival (14th), Marsh Art (16th), Mud Crab Races
(17th), Great Kimberley Art Auction (22nd), Mud Football (23rd), Long Table Dinner (23rd),
Derby Cultural Evening (24th), Derby Cup Races (28th), and Bush Poets (29th).

FROM THE PRESIDENT
Tony Abbot's recent visit to Alice Springs generated a lot of debate as to the merits
or otherwise of the Federal Government's so called intervention policy in the
Northern Territory. Although there has not been an extension of this policy to the
Aboriginal communities of the Kimberley region, liquor restrictions have been
instigated in both the Fitzroy Valley and Halls Creek areas. Recent reports (see
below) have indicated that these restrictions have led to positive changes in health
and social benefits in these communities over the past two years. Although there are
continuing divisions of opinion within both areas in regard to the restrictions, June
Oscar, a spokesperson for the Fitzroy Valley Alcohol and Drug Management Group
has said “... they have bought us some breathing space and an opportunity for the
people of the Fitzroy Valley, in partnership with service providers, to start shaping a
brighter, safer and healthier future for existing and future generations”. Robyn Long,
a spokesperson for the Halls Creek Alcohol Action Group said, "Since the restrictions
we have seen a dramatic reduction in noise, anti-social behaviour, litter and street
drinking.” It is hoped that the positive changes flagged in the reports continue.
For those of you who may have read my communication in the April Boab Bulletin in
regard to the alarming number of recent suicides in the Kimberley region you may be
interested in an article by Nicolas Rothwell that appeared in the April 30-May 1
Weekend Australian. Rothwell, a well known and highly regarded correspondent
based in Darwin, articulated in painful detail the tragedy that is unfolding in the
Kimberley and his concluding statement gives us all cause for deep concern. “Those
watching struggle for words and fear they may be watching as an entire culture,
acting collectively, destroys itself.”
Let us hope that this is not the case.
Copies of the Halls Creek and Fitzroy crossing reports, which were discussed in the
April 2011 edition of the drugspeak newsletter, can be accessed through
www.dao.health.wa.gov.au or from the Drug and Alcohol Office on (08) 9370 0333.
At the time of writing, a copy of Nicolas Rothwell’s article "Living hard, dying young in
the Kimberley" was accessible at http://www.theaustralian.com.au/nationalaffairs/living-hard-dying-young-in-the-kimberley/story-fn59niix-1226046773687.
Jeffrey J Gresham

MORE FILMING IN THE KIMBERLEY
Magnificent scenery, sunshine, horses and recent international publicity. What more
could filmmakers want? With Baz Luhrmann’s Australia and Brendan Fletcher’s Mad
Bastards having delivered all of this to overseas audiences, a team from Lonely
Planet TV and Freehand will soon film actors Bryan Brown and Rachel Ward “facing
a challenging personal journey across the Kimberley in search of the spirit of
Australia”. The 50-minute production titled Free Rein will go to air as a special on
BBC Knowledge.
In one Mad Bastards review (http://www.abc.net.au/atthemovies/txt/s3198263.htm),
Margaret Pomeranz writes: “Mad Bastards has, not coincidentally, the ring of truth
about it. It was inspired by oral stories from people in the Kimberley and it's a wakeup call about the damaging nature of alcohol and about the lack of strong, decent
male father figures. Bullet's two weeks in the outback with an elder on a boot camp
for recalcitrant boys reveals another child beside the often sullen one we see at
home. Young LUCAS YEEDA is fabulous as Bullet.”
BOAB BULLETIN
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ARGYLE DIAMONDS ORD VALLEY MUSTER
This year’s Muster was a great success and received more media coverage than
usual. Articles mentioned memorable events, and Kimberley Society member Geoff
Vivian kept his www.kimberleypage.com.au readers up to date with links to reviews.
To celebrate 2011 being Kununurra’s 50th anniversary, the opening event was the
Kununurra Historical Society Museum Open Night. Between 50 and 70 people
attended, and others called throughout the day to see the Photographic Journey on
the Ord. A second Open Night on 20 May attracted about 35 people. On the 14th,
about 3000 people attended the Kimberley Moon Concert, with the usual A-list
augmented by Timor's President José Ramos-Horta. The value of this single event to
the region’s economy can be gauged by the organisers, Mellen Events, flying more
than 50 staff to Kununurra for the concert. Why? Well, food editor Rob Broadfield
from The West Australian noted that the 500 corporate guests “ploughed through
5000 canapes, 200kg of Cone Bay barramundi and 100kg of Carlton Hill beef cheeks
on buttery mash - all cooked in mobile kitchens”. Jimmy Barnes and his fellow
performers delivered the “rocking good time” promised by the Muster organisers. On
the 17th, The West Australian’s Simon Collins joined several hundred other guests in
“a rum-soaked country crowd” that laughed its way through the Melbourne
International Comedy Festival Roadshow at The Hoochery in Kununurra. “All up,” he
wrote, “two hours of high quality comedy under a full moon represented a great
evening for locals and visitors alike”. On the 18th, Curtis Stone did his cooking show,
which was televised on Sunrise and gave yet more exposure to the East Kimberley.
With the exception of the Kimberley Moon Concert, the event that got the most
mentions must have been the all-indigenous line-up of local musicians and
entertainers at the Barramundi Concert on the 21st. OK, perhaps not so much the
event as its lucky door prize. The organisers offered a “killer” or two nights’
accommodation on Home Valley Station. For the uninitiated, a “killer” is beef on the
hoof and, because the majority of the people who attend the concert are indigenous,
the “killer” seemed ideal. The less adventurous of the ticket holders had the
assurance that their Home Valley cow would not be delivered alive or intact! But did
the winner take it? Apparently not.

WANJINA WUNGGURR UUNGUU NATIVE TITLE
On 23 May, at a closed Federal Court sitting convened in an aircraft hangar at the
Truscott air base, Justice Gilmour told almost 200 people about the outcome of the
longstanding Wanjina Wunggurr Uunguu native title claim. The decision, negotiated
by the Kimberley Land Council on behalf of the claimants, granted native title, mostly
for exclusive possession, over 26,000 square kilometres of country in the north
Kimberley. The Wanjina Wunggurr community, delighted at regaining control over
their country, immediately declared an Indigenous Protected Area (IPA) covering
more than 340,000 hectares. Significant rock art sites exist throughout that area,
which also contains tourist destinations and bauxite.
Provisions are already in place to have Uunguu rangers manage the IPA, with the
Federal government investing $740,000 over three years to support their work. That
money, allocated specifically to help the Wunambal Gaambera people, is apparently
separate from the government’s $23.7 million funding commitment to employ more
Aboriginal rangers. That exercise, which is handled through the Working on Country
program, should see more than 65 rangers in the Kimberley by June 2013.
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ADVENTURES OF COMPUTER SUPPORT IN THE KIMBERLEY
(or I’ll go anywhere, any time in any conditions)
On 7 April 2010, IT specialist Quentin Hall shared some tales and plenty of interesting
photographs with the Kimberley Society. Quentin, who works out of Perth under the
intriguing business name “Mac Malady”, provided us with the summary below.

Years ago, when my father was still alive, he’d tell me about his trips to the North
West with West Australian Newspapers back in the 1950s. In those days it took all
day to get to Wyndham by MMA Fokker Friendship (or DC3) twin prop planes. You
stopped at every major country town on the way up and back. I thought maybe one
day maybe when I retired, that I might get up there myself.
My first trip “through” the Kimberley was just that - zooming anti-clockwise around
Australia on a Greyhound bus back in 1985. After Darwin it was “keep going all the
way - no stopping off in any town until I get back to Perth,” due to having to be at a
friend’s wedding on time. I remember waiting by the side of the bus as I stretched
my legs readying myself for the trip to the next town. I wouldn’t be able to sit for that
long now. The towns my father spoke of were still there, probably smaller than I
thought as some were “Government Towns” where the services for that area were
based. Some towns were only seen in the gloom of the street lamp surrounded by
thousands of insects hell bent on breaking the light globe to bring back the darkness
as the bus pulled in at 2 AM. I was hard pressed without looking at the timetable to
know exactly what town I was in. Some didn’t look that inviting in that light.
Roll forward until 1992.
I received a phone call from the Aboriginal Visitors Scheme for whom I’d been fixing
computers in West Perth, “Expect a Howard to give you a call”. Indeed a Howard
(Pedersen) did ring. “Could you come up to Derby and have a look at what we want
to do?”. Wow! I’d never been asked to be flown up to somewhere before. I rang up
one of my colleagues who worked at Curtin Computer shop to inform him that I
might be calling on them for supply of goods. Surprisingly, he too had been rung to
“come along”. Within a week we were flown to Derby and picked up from the plane,
an Ansett Airlines of Australia Fokker Fellowship, which, in those days, did land on
the town strip. Our first port of call was the King Sound Hotel which I guess was still
“fairly” new at that stage. We then headed to the Kimberley Land Council to talk to
them and look over the job.
Computer firms had been quoting sums of money around $10,000. For this they
could get a single server, a printer and one or two workstations. With the Apple
Macintosh computers and telephone wiring for networking, we could get four
workstations (with any one being “a server” as well as a workstation), a network
between them and a laser printer. They were amazed. In due course the order came
and I spent most of a week wiring up the building for their network and all worked as
stated “on the package”. I thought at the time, “That was a nice job but I don’t know if
they’ll have more work for me again”. As the months passed, their offices increased
in size and it was time for more computers and printers – oh, and could we have that
new thing called “The Internet” and email between ourselves. So a dialup modem
which dialled on “demand” was installed and I got them onto the Internet. Peter Yu
was the CEO back then and found it was great to get the Eastern States
newspapers “on-line” so he could comment when the Eastern States media rang him
in the morning instead of waiting for “sometime in the afternoon” or even next day to
get that newspaper for the full story.
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As time went on, I was asked to install out at Halls Creek, Fitzroy Crossing,
Kununurra as well as Wyndham. Broome came last – finally I’d have a chance to
see this Broome place that all the northwesters would flock for at any chance they
could get. My view for most of the week was at the industrial area – I was in the flat
attached to the building.
As most of these places didn’t have really what you call a decent hotel or motel (or it
was budget busting pricing for the client), I was often put up in someone’s home.
Sometimes I would camp out in the place I was working as many were converted
homes, still complete with a working kitchen and bathroom – but most seemed to
lack curtains – and cutlery.
As time went on I would get phone calls from a voice calling from “such and such” to
drop in after you have finished down in Fitzroy Crossing. I would arrive in the
required town by bus (normally at a hideously late hour) and be taken in a beat-up
4WD up to two or three hours “out from the town”. These were my first visits to the
real outback – to the schools of Yakanarra and Milligidee. Not ever being on
Aboriginal outstations before, I thought that the men were a bit rude by ignoring me
with their eyes down to the ground, if I said, “Good morning,” as I made my way
around the community. I was later told by the teachers “don’t worry - that’s normal”.
Indeed, it was the women who “checked me out first” and by some unwritten and
unsaid command, folk would chat to me – even if it was in Kriol that took a bit of
getting my ear tuned in.
The teachers always seemed to originate from the most diagonally opposite places
in Australia – so I mainly met Victorians. Living with a teacher (or the
“Teacher/Principal” as that’s all they had in the line of staff – one person) for up to a
week, I certainly got to know a few folk. Support workers came and went and, not
surprisingly, it wasn’t long until I got to know a good number of colourful Kimberley
characters. Sometimes I would arrive and be told from a complete stranger, “You
must be Quentin, you’re coming over for dinner with me tonight.” I wouldn’t know
who they were OR where they lived. It all worked out. My first dinner like this we had
roast wallaby – road kill at that. It was tasty and there were lots of vegetables so it
was better than I could have cooked myself.
I soon got used to the idea that, “if you didn’t bring it – make do with what you have
with you – or do without”. That applied to food. One teacher said, “plenty in my
cupboard, you don’t need anything”. Funny, about 100 cans of fish – the one main
food that I can’t stomach – taught me, “next time to bring out all your food”. Often my
tools would be shipped up road freight in advance, with me following up straight after
school holidays (for the schools) and hitch a lift with one of the teachers, their dogs,
their equipment and whoever else had to head back to the community. Needless to
say it was “cosy” in the back of the "troopies”. How many times did I hear, “sorry
about the air-conditioning – it broke down a couple of months ago”. It would be
November and I would just sit and sweat in the back. One trip we took turns in a
completely overfilled troopie to lay on the bed which was at the top of the goods,
with your nose about 100 mm from the roof.
I also got used to the power dropping out – from the generators suddenly “running
out of diesel” – and once, after the generators failed, the entire community had left.
The head teacher and I arrived at a dark community at 7 PM, to find only barking
dogs, no water and no phones. It took two days to get the engineers out to fix the
faulty generator so there really wasn’t much a computer technician could do without
power. Once, I just couldn’t sleep, so I finished the job at 3 AM. As the teachers
came in at 7 AM, I was going to show them how the entire system worked – when
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the generators stopped for 30 hours. Hardly ever has the planned time up there
actually gone “to plan”. At one stage I could be away for up to six weeks (after
estimating two weeks, they found a few more items for me to do) whilst I went from a
K.L.C. branch, to a school, to the Kimberley Language Centre or even the
Kununurra Echo. Always late nights and early starts – I was working harder than I
would in Perth due to time restraints.
On one job in Fitzroy Crossing, I couldn’t finish as some conduit hadn’t arrived. The
shipping firm had no idea where it was (which still happens to this day) so I thought I
would move on to Halls Creek instead, to the Language Centre job. We needed
some conduit there too, just a metre or two, and Anna suggested I went to the local
electrician on the main street. “No, none of that stuff here, mate,” was the answer,
“However, we got some shipment for a Quentin Hall, C/- Yakanarra School via
Fitzroy Crossing” – you might use some of his – we have no idea who he is!”. It was
about 200 km incorrectly delivered. I was heading BACK to Fitzroy Crossing that
night in a chap’s car, so we tried to squeeze this conduit inside his vehicle. It was too
long so the 4-metre lengths were all chopped to two metres, which made my job at
Fitzroy Crossing a LOT harder and took at least three times as long to install.
As I’ve mentioned, I have normally been driven out to various destinations in grossly
overloaded vehicles which are about to fall apart (or in one case, had already), but
occasionally the weather is against you and flying is the only way in or out. Once
from Broome, I had all my tools (which couldn’t get out to Fitzroy Crossing due to
flooding and were in storage in Broome), a wiring cabinet, a teacher’s “Bale Sale” of
second-hand clothing from a charity shop for the community members, wiring,
conduit and things like food required for a few weeks’ stay. We arrived at the airport
and were shown to the light plane, a Cessna 4-seater, single engine. The pilot had
one look at all of our gear and asked, “What could you do without?”. The teacher
said that her own clothes bag could be left as she had more clothes at the school
house. That didn’t help that much. The pilot opened the side hatch and soon filled
that nook. He opened up the plane and started stuffing everything inside. He
unloaded it again and said, “We are taking out one of the rear seats – you get inside
first”. So seated on the remaining seat, I was given the other seat (inverted) which
was placed on my lap whilst the remaining gear was placed inside the aircraft.
Maybe the word “squeezed” rather than placed should have been used here. The
pilot took the controls and we started our taxi out – just as he spotted the
Department of Transport boys who had just arrived. He waved to them as they
taxied off the runway and we took our position. We took the entire runway before he
had the speed for take-off and banked towards Roebuck Bay. It seem to take forever
to cross over the bay as we had a stiff Easterly wind. My fellow passenger, as she
said would happen and didn’t disappoint, was promptly air-sick. However, the
countryside from the air is just brilliant.
Sleeping arrangements have always been varied. “We have plenty of beds and
sheets” often becomes, after arriving, “Gee, I don’t know where they have all gone –
there was a new bed in here yesterday!”. So I’ve slept on the floor, on jumping mats,
out on the lawn. Once I even had the honour, however, to be in a brand NEW house.
Most times it was a visitors house which I could get bumped out from if a family was
coming through. I often ended up in the school house which, without curtains made it
feel like I was in a goldfish bowl. I had to get up early as the students would appear
at the windows, looking in from 6 AM - apparently not knowing what the time was but
as it was light it must be ABOUT school time. I had to be up and dressed before their
young faces appeared at my “bedroom” window. One location (the old hostel at
Fitzroy Crossing) had an outside shower block which had a covered walkway. One
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night I had to go to the toilet and found the entire inside of the toilet covered with
little green tree frogs. I carefully lifted the seat and the next thing I was “attacked” by
a frog who decided to jump from the toilet roll onto - well, you can guess where on
my person. It certainly woke me from my dreamy state.
Often after working for a week solid including weekends, as what do you do other
than work when the TV is only WIN and a static filled ABC, folk would often take pity
on me. “Have the afternoon off and go with the school mob and teachers on a field
trip for the afternoon.” I was always thankful for this as I got to see things I would
never have known existed. Who would have thought a cool rock pool would exist
after a 40-minute drive over completely flat, dry and dusty terrain? I had to rub a rock
under my armpit and then throw it into the rock pool so the “serpent” of the pool
knew I was a friend and not to attack me. Often I would be then told about a story of
some poor unfortunate children who, in the dreamtime at least, where “taken” by the
serpent. Fearful school children around would make sure that I had a rock to use. All
apparently “knew” the children who had been “taken”. I wasn’t eaten so there are a
few rock pools up there where I’ll always be welcomed if I could only remember
where they were!
Another “famous” trip was out from Halls Creek to Wolfe Creek Crater. Joe Blythe
from the Language Centre had his arm in a sling, so couldn’t drive. That was left up
to me. As Joe hadn’t quite finished the rebuild of his 4WD, the gearbox cover on the
inside floor pan had not been refitted and looked somewhat like Fred Flintstone’s
car. With us on the trip was a new linguist – not surprisingly from Victoria – who
worked for the Language Centre. To round off the crew was Joe’s absolutely tough
“Halls Creek” dog and an old Aboriginal fellow called Jack who had been a police
tracker in his day. Jack wanted a couple of meat pies for his lunch and the rest of us
selected sandwiches at the local roadhouse before we set off. The heat! Again no
air conditioning and a constant blast furnace of hot air streaming into the car off the
hot road straight through the missing floor pan. On the turn-off we came across a
family who had been stranded for quite some time (no tourists at this time of year).
They had punctured their last spare tyre and would we mind if we “broke the bead”
on a couple of their tyres by driving over the edge of their rims. They would fill them
with a good packing of spinifex which would hold out until they got to Alice Springs.
We complied and stopped awhile to talk. When we got back to our parked 4WD, old
Jack was delighted to tell us that he’d “cleaned the inside of Joe’s car”. He certainly
had. All the lolly wrappers, choc milk cartons, drink cans etc., had been thrown out
on the side of the bush track. Off we continued to Wolfe Creek Crater. The last 200
metres was on some very rough road which ended up with the cattle grate sticking
up some 200 mm in the air, which I didn’t see until we hit it at a reasonable clip. The
4WD bumped up, landed on the front wheels, and the rear wheels crashed down.
What I could see in the rear vision mirror went like this. Joe’s dog was now airborne
in the rear compartment, closely followed underneath by the large steel “kangaroo”
car jack. Gravity took over, both car jack and dog fell, when there was an almighty
explosion. The heavy car jack had struck a can of aerosol spray oil which then
ruptured – the contents covering Joe’s dog and making a complete mist in the car
within seconds. At this moment the dust came up from the missing floor pan and
mixed with the oil mist. Everything and everyone was covered in a red dust and oil
mix but none so much as Joe’s dog who had changed from mainly a black coloured
dog to red in a few seconds. We still enjoyed ourselves and Jack announced he’d
have his other pie for dinner that night which would have made it nearly 12 hours
since the pie came out of the pie warmer. He must have had a cast iron stomach.
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There is one other story involving me driving a 4WD troopie full of people from
Broome to Halls Creek. The Language Centre had arranged a conference in Broome
at the School Camp. On the Friday afternoon it finished and a very pregnant girl,
who worked for the Language Centre, drove for the first part of the trip to Willare
Bridge. She was obviously very uncomfortable and asked if I could drive on. Evening
was coming, so on went the lights. Each light pointed in a different direction but none
of them “straight ahead”. Without tools, that was as good as it got for night vision.
The steering was very light on the front and wandered if you approached 100 kph.
The other, newer troopie had left us for dead, having roared off into the night with
Anna Mardling at the wheel. She knew the road very well. Finally at about midnight
we arrived into Halls Creek. I shouted over my shoulder to the mob in the back,
“Please direct me to your houses so I can drop you off.” I was guided to the first
house. “Who’s next?” A voice answered and guided me to the other side of Halls
Creek. “Now, who’s next?” Another voice guided me BACK to where I had been
earlier, say but for one street. This went on as I emptied the troopie. I asked, “Is
there anyone ELSE for this side of the town?”. It made no difference, there was a
definite pecking order that folk had to get dropped off. Apparently it was only myself
who couldn’t work out the drop off order. “Silly white fella”.
Some of the sickest I’ve ever been (including my visit to India) has happened whilst
I’ve been out in the Kimberley. Fevers, food poisoning (which had me sleep straight
for nearly 20 hours) have been amongst the maladies suffered. On one trip, I had a
then girlfriend – a GP who had come along for the trip and to run a few medical
clinics – end up administering wonder drugs to me. Picking through the limited
medicine cabinet and ignoring the expired “use by date”, she said, “These will help.”
Sure enough after being as sick as a dog, within four hours I started to feel better. I
asked her, “What the heck were those tablets? They were magic”. The answer
wasn’t what I expected. It was a STD antibiotic – one of the strong ones which just
happened to also target the bug she’d worked out I had picked up. Being sick up
North isn’t much fun. I’ve seen folk driven for hours to get to an airstrip so the flying
doctor could get out to them – or in urgent cases when the airstrip was not rated for
night landings, folk driven at midnight to the nearest town with a hospital. Something
that city folk cannot even consider. They might “give” to a charity tin of the Royal
Flying Doctor, but they have no idea.
Work would normally involve some dangerous practice – only dangerous as the item
to make it safe just wasn’t available, nor would it be possible to source one. Things
like a decent long ladder to get on the roof to put up an aerial would be no longer in
the community. “It’s over at such and such community – they needed it about a year
ago.” So I would have to work out a way of getting both myself, the tools and the
aerial up on the roof as safely as I could. Sometimes it was climb a metal post, or a
piece of playground equipment dragged across the community to the roof. Others it
was drive a 4WD and park close to the house and then get the longest ladder they
DID have (normally less than 5 foot) and put this on the roof rack. I was once told of
a LONG ladder under a house. It was eventually found (under a different house). I
dragged it out from between the dogs camped there to discover, only after brushing
off the years of accumulated mud, that the white ants had finished a section of rungs
off the ladder. Other than the 1.5 metres of chewed section, it was otherwise in fine
condition. Armed with some scrap pine wood thrown from a house that had been
built some months earlier and a “screw gun”, I made a splint which saved the day.
Interesting phone calls have often been answered when no one else was around to
answer. There you are working on a late Saturday afternoon and the school phone
rings. You answer it, as it could be a teacher saying, “Come over for dinner tonight”
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or “We are going for an afternoon walk – do you wish to come along?”. Once it was
Telstra about the faulty satellite dish. They were following up people who had
experienced problems and we’d waited all week to hear back. Now on a Saturday
late PM, you wouldn’t expect a school to have someone still working away in the
school to even answer the phone. Another common one was a distant voice who
would ask, “Can I speak to Benjie?”. “I’m sorry”, I would answer, “but I’m a visitor
here myself and I’m not sure of whom you are speaking.” The voice would come
booming back, “Benjie! The one at the top camp – you must know him – he has a
big mob of family there and the white Toyota.” The voice has just described at least
10 houses that I had seen in the community during my stay.
Even though your food was, “Yours – we all have got our own, thanks”, it was
always amazing how I would only consume about ⅓ of what I had purchased.
Chocolate stood no chance of being hidden – it was sniffed out by the female
teachers. Fresh vegetables brought in from Broome – a week’s worth devoured in
one night. One memorable day, all the teachers got together one Sunday morning
for a most wonderful breakfast. Pancakes (with real Canadian maple syrup from a 5gallon container shipped out by the chap’s parents), homemade yoghurt and endless
coffee and great conversation filled that morning with the desert views.
Some of the nicest folk I’ve met have been from up this way. Even today, I will still
go and meet up with them, even though they may have moved to the other side of
the world, or I’ll offer up a bed as they come through as they did for me when I was
up that way.
I don’t travel up that way nearly as often as I did in the late 1990s as most
computers are now such that they “just keep working” until the day they completely
fail. Most have seen their budgets slashed or maybe the community downsize as
folk come and go. I’ve always treated the trips as an adventure. Where am I going to
sleep? How am I getting from A to B? Am I going to make the plane on time? What
could I use around me from the junk pile to make this work? What has happened to
that “urgent-super-express-next-day-delivery” item?
Something in the city that you wouldn’t even think about or, if you did, a cold sweat
would fill your brow – closely followed with the thought, “That COULDN’T possibly
happen. Just put it out of your head”. Up there, you shrug your shoulders and say,
“Well, that’s the Kimberley for you, get on with it.”

NEW EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
Yiramalay/Wesley Studio School, a new campus for Melbourne’s Wesley College,
has opened on Leopold Downs Station. This multi-million-dollar venture, situated 80
kilometres from Fitzroy Crossing, has enrolled 39 local students of whom almost half
are Aboriginal. They will spend part of the year on Wesley's Melbourne campuses,
courtesy of a scholarship fund. Year 10 students from those campuses, subject to
paying an extra fee, will be able to visit Yiramalay for three-week personal growth
experiences. Similar visits have been taking place for some years.
The school buildings, constructed for Bunuba Inc. by Pindan, consist of four student
houses and a common facility set amid scattered trees. In line with the idea of a
studio school being a flexible construct, they are Formas Australia ALTO units, prewired and pre-plumbed in a "fold-out" technique that allows ease of transportation,
rapid installation, and high thermal efficiency. They have structural steel frames, blue
Colorbond exteriors, double glazed windows, and fully insulated roofs.
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A MOVE FOR THE MOTTERS
In April, Jim and Joy Motter sold their 274,000-hectare Bulka Station to the owners of
the neighbouring Yougawalla Station. The price of around $9 million included about
9000 head of cattle. Those animals will complement the 12,000 or so on Yougawalla,
which comprises 340,000 hectares. The two stations are situated to the south of the
road between Fitzroy Crossing and Halls Creek.
The Bulka land once formed part of the Emanuel family’s Kimberley holdings, which
the Western Australian Government's Export Import Agency purchased in 1985, with
80,000 cattle, for $8.5 million. WA Livestock Holdings, a subsidiary of the WA Exim
Corporation, then undertook an improvement, eradication and subdivision program
that resulted in the creation of several new stations that included Bulka.
The Motter connection with the Kimberley spans more than 40 years. Jim arrived in
1967 to work on the Emanuels’ Gogo Station near Fitzroy Crossing. He later worked
on their Cherrabun Station, and on Fossil Downs Station on the other side of the
Margaret River. By 1974 he was managing Cherrabun. In the meantime, Joy had
come to Fitzroy Crossing to work as an Australian Inland Mission nurse. They
married in 1970; their sons Clinton and John were born in Derby; and the family lived
on Cherrabun.
When Bulka was marked out on the map and put up for auction in 1989, the Motters
purchased it. The improvements consisted of one paddock, one yard and two
windmills. The cattle went when Jim contracted to muster the land for WA Livestock
Holdings, which still held Christmas Creek Station. He and Clinton then worked from
a camp on the river bank; Joy secured a Fitzroy Crossing nursing job that came with
a flat; and John continued at school. From that humble start, and with less than ten
head of stock, their pooled income and energy built Bulka into what it is today.
When Matt Bran from ABC Rural interviewed Jim and Joy at the station in May, there
was talk of the future holding a farm where Jim can continue to work cattle. Where?
Probably not in the South-West of the state. A recent trip there convinced Jim that
the place is as “cold as a bloody mother-in-law’s kiss”.
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